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Eight balloon flights were launched from Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station during the 1985-1986 austral summer to
measure the ionospheric electric field in the vicinity of the polar
cusp and the polar cap (Bering et al. 1987). The polar cusp
region is important to the study of the coupling between solar
wind, magnetosphere, and ionosphere. The balloon-borne
technique is one that uses a roughly Earth-fixed platform, that
has a higher time resolution and less ambiguous separation of
temporal and spatial variations than the radar and space-borne
techniques. The single-point nature of the measurement means,
however, that large-scale flow patterns can be inferred only in
some average sense. Four hundred sixty-eight hours of data
from the whole campaign are presented in the form of equiv-
alent ionospheric convection patterns, binned and averaged
over magnetic local time and various geophysical parameters
such as K,, and the interplanetary magnetic field directions.
The solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field conditions
have been obtained from the IMP-8 satellite data. DMSP F-6
and F-7 satellites data have been used to locate the various
particle precipitation boundaries in the auroral zone and polar
cap. The intent of this work is to determine if there are any
differences between data obtained in this way and those ob-
tained from other techniques.

The amount of variability is one of the most impressive fea-
tures in the electric field data obtained by the balloon. To
understand the validity and limitations of the long-term av-
erages as representation of our data, patterns of individual
days have been examined. Two-minute averages of the data
obtained on 15 January 1986 are shown in figure 1. DMSP data
shows the balloon was in the polar cap from 0000 to 0430
magnetic local time. The fluctuations in the anti-sunward flow
during this period possibly can be attributed to temporal var-
iations in the polar cap flow but not to auroral ozone boundary
motions. In the morning sector, the convection reversal that
takes place at 1130 magnetic local time was probably associated
with passage under the cusp boundary. Before this time when
interplanetary magnetic field was northward, sunward flow
can clearly be seen. The interplanetary magnetic field turned
southward at 1130 magnetic local time; an event that appears
to be responsible for the intensification of poleward flow near/
post magnetic noon. During the early morning hours, when
interplanetary magnetic field B, < 0 and B2 > 0, the ionospheric
flow was weak and irregular. During 1130-2100 magnetic local
time, interplanetary magnetic field B, was mostly positive; the
ionospheric flow was mostly westward. The "sloshes" during
the period seem to have been associated with short southward
turnings of the interplanetary magnetic field. These features
indicate that the flow patterns respond to boundary crossings
and interplanetary magnetic field conditions very sensitively.

Global average. To obtain the global flow structure and remove

Figure 1. Two-minute average ionospheric drift velocities for 15
January 1986. The vectors have been plotted in a clockdial format
in the Earth-fixed reference frame. The base of each flow vector is
plotted at the balloon position in magnetic local time—corrected
geomagnetic latitude coordinates. (M/S denotes meters per sec-
ond. LT denotes local time. UT denotes universal time.)

transient temporal effects from the data, long-term averages
of the data were computed. Two-minute average data such as
those shown in figure 1 have been averaged over the whole
campaign, binned in half-hour intervals of magnetic local time.
The results are shown in figure 2a. The expected two-cell pat-
tern is clearly evident (Heppner 1977; Foster et al. 1982), with
sunward flow along both flanks and anti-sunward flow near
magnetic noon. It also shows clearly that the dawn cell is
smaller than the dusk cell.

K,, dependence. The results of averaging the data binned as a
function of K,, are shown in figures 2b, 2c, and 2d. There are
four significant features here. First, as magnetic activity (K,,)
increases, the flow magnitude becomes greater. Second, flow
vectors turn more poleward, possibly implying that the con-
vection cells were expanded. Third, the east-west reversal shifts
toward earlier magnetic local time as K,, increases. Fourth, the
flow near magnetic midnight becomes more disorganized as
K,, increases.

Interplanetary magnetic force dependence. To investigate the in-
terplanetary magnetic force orientation influence on the daily
average convection patterns from our data, we binned the 2-
minute average E-field data by using delayed (Etemadi et al.
1988) and weighted 1-hour averages of interplanetary magnetic
force B B: values. Results are shown in figure 3 (blocks
a to d). The invariant latitude variations of the flow vector are
due to different flights launched at different times and loca-
tions. When interplanetary magnetic field B,, > 0, our patterns
show that westward flows predominate in the dusk sector,
suggesting that the reversal boundary was poleward of 75°
invariant. The flow velocities have greater magnitude on the
dayside and in the dawn-cell and are better organized than in
interplanetary magnetic field B, < 0 cases (Dc La Beaujardiere,
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Figure 2. A. One-half hour averages of the data from the entire campaign binned as a function of magnetic local time and plotted in the
same format as figure 1. B, C, and D. Averages similar to those shown in A, under different magnetic activity level for K,, 2, 2 +	K,,
4—, and K,,, 4, respectively. (m/s denotes meters per second. LT denotes local time. UT denotes universal time.)

Wickwar, and King 1986). Ionospheric flow speeds were greater
when interplanetary magnetic force B2 < 0. Under the same
condition, when interplanetary B 11 > 0, the east-westward flow
reversal rotated toward earlier magnetic local time in the pre-
noon sector than the case when interplanetary magnetic field
B 1, < 0 (Heelis 1984), as shown in figure 3 (blocks c and d).
Furthermore, our overall patterns show that when interpla-
netary magnetic field B2 > 0, the convection flow turns sun-
ward around 1030-1130 magnetic local time (figure 3, blocks
a and b). This feature is also shown in our individual day
patterns (figure 1).

Examination of the South Pole balloon data shows that al-
though some details of the temporal variation and dynamics
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may be lost in the long-term averaging process, our results
help to quantify the dependence of the daily patterns on the
interplanetary magnetic force and activity level and have con-
sistently shown the features presented above. These features
are basically in agreement with the observations over the
Northern Hemisphere by radar and satellites.

This work was supported in part by National Science Foun-
dation grant DPP 86-14091.
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Figure 3. Averages similar to those shown in figure 2a show convection patterns under different orientations of interplanetary magnetic
force B and interplanetary magnetic force B. (M/S denotes meters per second. LT denotes local time. UT denotes universal time.)
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